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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a simple model of the process of
chromatography.

Chromatography is a technique for separating

mixtures of different chemical compounds.

In basic column

chromatgg_raph~ the mixture is applied to the top of a column
of adsorbent material inside a glass
tube. (FIG. 1)
sAn\l'i..S p;.\.T

The tube can be as

small as an eye.dropper or as big as

lttm~

a stovepipe.

The adsorbent can be
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anything from sand to peapods that will
effect the desired separation.

After

the sample mixture has been applied
it is slowly flushed through the column
by a stream of sol vent flm•Ting from

top to bottom.

Separation occurs as

components of the mixture stick to
the adsorbent with varying degrees of tenacity.

The stickier

substances will be washe.d through the column more. slowly,
spending more time. attached to the stationary adsorbent
phase, and being dislodged into the solvent stream with
difficulty.

The less sticky substances will pass through

the column rapidly, spending relatively little time attached
to the stationary adsorbent phase. and more time in the
solvent stream.

These fast moving compounds are collected

first at the end of the column, followed by the more sticky
compounds.

Finally, of course, an assay is necessary

to

detect the various compounds in the fractions collected.
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Although •aifferential stickiness• may seem a trivial
property of a substance, experience has shown that with
judicious choice of adsorbent and solvent virtually any
two substances can be separated by a chromatographic process.
Popular adsorbents include microscopic beads of silica,
cellulose, or starch •.

Solvents from acid to basic, organic

to aqueous, or high salt concentration to low are chosen
solely on the basis of their efficacy at achieving the
desired separation.
The basic principle of colum.n chromatography has been
exploited in many variant chromatographic systems.

In

gas chro:ro:,atography a volatile liquid is injected into a
stream

of hot inert

gas that carries it

through a porous matrix
of adsorbent inside a

1011.g glass tube.
The column is kept
inside an oven
(about 100-200 degrees C)
to keep the sample
vaporized.

Non-sticky

vapors will come out

\
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of the tube relatively quickly where a variety of generalized
detectors can record their passage.

More sticky vapors

will be. selectively retarded in the column. (FIG.. 2)
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In thin .laye,:i::, £1!-roma,:t,ography the adsorben·t is coated
on one side of a large glass slide or 'plate'.

Sample

solution is 'spotted' on the adsorbent near the bottom
of the slide and allowed to dry.

Then the slide is put

in a shallow pool of solvent which creeps up the adsorbent
by capillary action.

As

the. solvent front progresses

the. spots are carried up the slide varying distances depending

on their binding affinities for the adsorbent. (FIG. 3)
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are not already colored
can be visualized by application
vapor or other chromogenic reag~nts.

Similarly

E!Y2~ £Er~matography can be done in which paper is used as

the adsorbent.
In all cases chromatography is characterized by a
moving phase (solvent) passing through a stationary phase
(the adsorbent).

Sample is carried by the moving phase

and its components will spend more or less time associated
with the adsorbent, depending on their particular inclinati~ns.
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This situation can be likened to a group of men traveling
from one town to another who differ in their propensity
to stop at bars a.long the way.

The men fondest of tippling

will spend more time associated with the bars and consequently
will travel more slowly on the average.
distracted men will travel faster.

The less easily

This simple idea is

incorporated into the mathematical model that follows.

__,_ AD56i"<-14T'iuN
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MODEL OF A THEORETICAL COLUMN*
Suppose that a layer of solvent carrying sample particles
flows over a layer of adsorbent. (FIG. 4)

There are two

processes essential to any chromatographic separation which
must be modeled:

1) the flow

2) the exchange of sample

particles between the solvent and the adsorbent.

The model

accounts for these two processes discontinuously and
alternately as follows.

Le.t the moving phase be represented

by a row of boxes and the stationary phase by a row of boxes

underneath. (FIG. 5)

The lower row of stationary boxes

(A, B, C, etc~) re.presents a partitioning of the adsorbent

into discrete layers..

'the upper rm,r of moving boxes

(0, 1, 2, • .. • ) re.presents a partitioning of the solvent
stream into discrete bands as wide as the adsorbent layers.

* The model presented in this paper is the simple.st and
most ·widely used mathematical interpretation of the.chromatographic process. First proposed by Craig and Craig (19.56)
as a theoretical explanation of separation by a 'countercurre.nt distribution apparatust--a discontinuous process-the model has been applied to continuous chromatographic
processes by Dixon (1962) and by Morris and Morris (1964).
Although old~r and more complicated models of chromatography
exist (see Thomas, 1949, and Ackers, 1970); routine laboratory chromatography is usually done with the help of
this simple model or else ona purely empirical basis with
no model at all .. The high usefulness
simplicity product
of this model accounts for its popularity.
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A unit of flow is represented by moving the upper ro·w one
box length to the right.

Since ne·w solvent is always made

available to flow through a column or up a thin layer plate.;
it is only realistic to supply a new boxful of solvent at
the upper left hand corner after each 'flow' •

This

corresponds to not letting the column or plate n.:m dry.
As for the exchange of particles, let us assume that
particles are partitioned _be.tween each solvent box and the
immediately subjacent adsorbent box according to a fixed
ratio

/) ·-= /\}Cl

Ns

·.=

box,...::-.
number of particles in each adsorbent
.
~

-

number of particles in the solvent box above.

Larger values

of

D

re.present more sticky substances; smaller values

of

D

re.present less sticky substances.

After each unit

of flow we shall assume the sample. material at each layer
instantaneously distributes itself between solvent and
adsorbent according to the ratio

D

t.

This means that

7

no matter how large the total number o:E particles in a
layer the partition ratio will al'l:,mys be I) ; i.e. the
plot of

/\1,i,,

vs. Ns is assumed to be. linear (beginning at

the. origin), and this is an important 1-i~arity assumRtion
· of the 1:node.l.

Moreover, we shall a~s~e. that particles

in any solvent box exchange only with particles in the
immediately opposite adsorbent box.

No exchange is per-

mitted between neighboring boxes in the horizontal plane
or boxes diagonally across the. way.

Horizontal exchanges

in the solvent phase would represent diffusion in the
physical world, but in this simple model diffusion is
neglected~
Now let us suppose that one mass unit of homogeneous
sample is inserted into the solvent stream entirely within a
solvent box arbitrarily numbered

O.

Beginning with box

immediately opposite. the. first adsorbent box 'A', let
parti-tion and flow alternately take place.

Having thus

set the model into motion, the results follow by force
of logic, and they are shown in 'rable 1 below.

On

inspecting the table re.member that the fraction of sample
particles in the adsorbent compartment of each layer is

No,

_

N'iN.,

_ ___Q___-

·
Na.:I + I
lrJ:i

and the remaining fraction of sample,
the solvent compartment of each layer.

D+-'\
l
·-bt-l

j
, must be. in

Watch the row of

'totals' which reports how much sample has accumulated

O

Table 1:

The total amount of sample.--one mass

unit--is inserted into solvent stream at box# O..
Thereafter, fresh solvent

washed through

containing zero mass of sample.

The sample

equilibrates according to the partition ratio
Accordingly (see text)

,.J?_ • .i
\)+' I

n.1ass

Do

unit is
I . .

found in the adsorbent compartment and · - t,
Dt- I

.i

mass unit is found in the solvent compartment
after the first partition (left hand column).

Flow is allowed to occur
found in each of the first

the total sample
2

layers is again

allowed to partition such that in layer A
i) -
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goes into the. adsorbent box and
goes into the solvent box; in layer
goes into the adsorbent box and
goes into the. solvent box.

This

process is continued for three more cycles.
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at each layer (A through E) along the developing chromatogram.
By inspection of the rows

of,

•totals' in Table l

it

is evident that the. distribution of sample among the various

layers of adsorbent is binomial.

If the integers

are associated with adsorbent layers
then the total sample. at the
the

J\.,R te.rn1

He.1..e

J\

A, B,

a,

D,

t( layer, J\~OJ,

OJ I >

. . .

j -·· -

of the eVnansion
of the b1..·nomial (
~
dkl:'
\_O·H

z ·- - · VL

Vl, is

+-J2_
\Vl.
or,)

is the number of theoretical flows which have

VL

taken place or one less than the number of theore.t:ical

For instance for 2 theoretical flows the distribution

layers.

. z._

of sample in layers

D'<p
I
\jJ-r l)z. + 2_ ~"\) H

A, B, and G
t (!?t-1)~

corresponds to Co"'
·-'t-\ +..J?_
pt' ) . ::::
. /l, l

- >·

2J);::.:;,

where O

(~\~/y_\!l.-'-'\.

J)

l

•

\z'r) ) ~

bi-) )

I =. 1•

(>

This binomial distribution of sample along a theoretical
column is a necessa~J consequence o:E the. assumptions used
in setting up the model ..

Let us review them he.re..

1. Discreteness: theoretically, the chromatographic
process is assumed to take place in discrete,
alternate steps of flow:partition, flow: partition,
etc.
·
2. Temporal indepencence: time
not a factor in
the model. Flow and partition are assumed to
take place instantaneously. Flow rate and rate
of equilibration between phases can not be
represented in this-mathematical system.
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3 • Linearity:

N"'- =

I) Ns =- /J·d

of the magnitude of

{!Ja. +l\ls)

(N[\.;'1-1\Js)

, regardless

ilJ

4. Homogeneity: all layers of adsorbent have the
same value of D and are otherwise. identical
except for position (a condition difficult to
achieve in the laborato~J).
5 .. No diffusion: no exchange between adjacent solvent
compartments is permitted.

Note that each of these assumptions is contradictory to

the state of things in the real world!

In reality chrom-

atography is a continuous, time and rate dependent process,
based on a sample's non-linear properties of adsorbtion
to a heterogeneously arranged column of adsorbent, the.
re.solution of which can be markedly affected by diffusion
within the solvent phase.

This model is clearly an over-

simplification.
Well the.n, must it be concluded that the mocle.1 is
no good?

Perhaps ..

But since all models contain sets of

oversimplifying assumptions, they must be judged on the
basis of their relative imperfection--relative. to having
no model at all or to having a model with so many variables

that it is difficult to work with.

The. most frequently

used models are mode.ls which quantitate. the most basic
processes going on in a particular sub-universe, while
neglecting many other complicating variables or else taking
them to be constant ..

I believe that the model presented in.

this paper is of such an incomplete but useful type.
'I'he remainder of. this paper will be. devoted to a

discussion of the. model's utility as well as its shortcomings.

DESCRIP'rIVE APPLICATION OF 1rI1E MODEL

An IBM System/360 was programmed to evaluate aii.d

plot the function

for various values of

b

and Y\.,

B(n> '!)) n)

is the

J1

tt

term of the. binomial of order l\ , and this function can

be interpreted as the fraction of a homogeneous sampl~
with partition ratio,
coluxnn Vl +- \

for plotting

D

t

in the 0, ~ layer of a theoretical

layers long" after v\.. flows.

B

The PL/I program

is listed in the appendix.

Curves representing the distributions of

4

hypothetical

D1 = 10, o = 1, D = 0.8,
3
2
Curves l to t+ always appear

substances with partition ratios
and

D4 = O.. l

are plotted.

from left to right.

In

(a)

the curves are plotted for

JO , and they re.present the distributions in a theoretical

column of 11 layers after 10 flows.
V\ "::::., / DO, and in (d) h

In (b) v\

;ZS-, in

(c)

=- / OOD--here the normal approximation

to the binomial was used for reasons of economy. (FIG. 6)

'rhe reader may verify the following statements by study
of the plots:
1) As expected, substances with larger values of
move a shorter distance in the theoretical columns than
substances with smaller values of l)"
2) Substances with

D's

move reasonable distances.

in ·the. range 10- 1 to lO+l
A partition ratio

>10+1

D

11

indicates a substance that will stick very near the origin.
A partition ratio

<10- 1

indicates a substance that ·will

wash right through the column ·w,ith the solvent front.
3) Absolute peak position is directly proportional to

Peak

1

moves ~

"Vyro layers

to the right of the origin in

each case (a) through (d); peak
each case.

2

moves

Y,~

layers in

Re.lati~ peak position is independent of

~.J...
,
1u

lt\.

V\...

Peak

1

moves

peak

2

moves half ·way down. each theoretical column.

the way down each theoretical column;

4) Absolute peak width, measured in number of layers,
increases as

VL

increases but at a decreasing rate (see r_fable 2).

Relative peak width decreases (non-linearly) as

Vl increases.

5) The ratio--pe.ak ·width/distance moved--decre.ases

as V\.. increases but at a decreasing rate. (see Table. 2).
6) Consequently as

V\.

is increased, separation of

compounds is improved but with diminishing returns to scale.
Else being equal a column with more theoretical layers is

a better column.

FIGURE 7 shows good separation of

hypothetical substances
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3
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FIGURE 7: Good separation. of peaks 2 and 3 is obtained
with l'L = 5000 theoretical flows. This is about the maximum YL associated with good gas chromatographic equipment.

DERIVATION OF WORKING FORMULAE
Although computer simulations can be. powerful tools
for investigating the consequences of theoretical assumptions,
for everyday work it would be convenient to have some general
algebraic statements of the model's predictions.

These

working formulae are derived in this section.
Perhaps the most fundamental prediction we can demand
of the. model is that given the partition ratio,

D ,

for

a substance and the number, V\.. , of flows, the model tell
us where the peak concentration of the substance is along
the theoretical column.

This reduces to the. problem of

r-t"~)

~V\

finding the maximum term of the binomial expansion ~

1

'I'hat is finding for what value of JL

8 ("') D,
is maximized.

10- ,~i,,-°')t52f(!;;J-"
0

Bmev)<: (J\)

It can easily be shm·m that

occurs when J\.. is the greatest integer .L

(1;,-1-1')~)..,

The proof (after Feller*) is given in Box 1.

On

this basis

I claim that a reasonable. estimate of the level at which
the peak occurs is
i.J1~

*

Di- l

Fell:r, Will~am, An Introducti£!!: !£ Prob3:.bili~l_ !_q_E:_ory.
and 1.ts Applications, Vol. 1, John Wiley & Sons, New York,
1950.
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Consider the binomial

-:;
I'.) CUl) p
j

"')

·=

VI

(p +'l) V\.

t

V')

01 ! (V1-.J1) t p

;

n -..?t

6 )
.

p t- 6 '= I •

where

SL~ 0 .> I )

is the 01, ~ term of the expanded binomial..
be plotted as a function of JL , while.

p

't. - - .- Vl)

Let

13

and Yl are

constant and consider the ratio

R==

-~(A)p)~

0

13(-st-lJ p) n)
On the

where

I

ascending side! of a maximum of

B(ri.'X)-=

{3 ,..:rt.-=- J1.'* =

/3viv"'X, and /.iJt is a small integer );-

Here

R~ J

Ll.YL

1

q,

However, on

the. 'descending side' of a

maximum Jl ~ Jt
and

I
I

0

I Z. "' = -

-

· · II.

+ LlJL
If /30,-1) = f3(s1)

the maximum is considered

f3 changes from /3 (:i1.*; P t,)
p) V\) J JZ will switch from ) i to

_to be at J1

ls (J1~+ I J

J\*

R,( 1.

*

0

As

J

to

L._ 1,

With the above definitions and principles in
mind, con.sider

'I" - .JI. -\·

l

·90

(Vt. -J\ *' \
J)

Jf

Cb

c~-JL

Ot~

R

+

-

s;)'\Cb

Whe.n

J~(tAH)p

then

R} I

Whe.n

JI_

>(V\t-1) p

then

R<)

~

.Jr!' must be the. large.st integer ~ (i'\t-1) p, and
l3 (Jl'I.-J p)n.) is a maximum and evidently the only maximum.

'I'hus

. 1 ar case o:c,. . the mo d e 1
For t h e. part1.cu

·p -- _)._
))'1-l

and q -- ._Q_.
p+l
O

where. )?Hb-=

l

J

as re.quired.

truncated to an integer.
of ,J1.'-<· is

Consequently .J1)1,;

=(Vv'rl)/(D"r\) I

A simple. non-integer estimate

V\

·--

1:7+

1

In order to obtain further predictions from the. model
in shorthand form I should like to de.fine a certain random

variable. and then proceed to re.late. it to the model ..
Let

f (v\) ==

are. - V\..

1-

-

-

·

+ Xvl

; where. ·the Xi.)

""z_~, ti\!\>

identical in<l;.'?~nde.n,! random variables whose. range

[o > 1] 'rhe. probability that X._~
fl))L~~\) :: /::> and Pu, (x.:_~ o)-= i ; p+ (b = I

is the set

~

'X 1 +-X,z.

0

take. on any value. in the set [o J \) J... - - - ·

is equal to J

o

irQ and

(3 may
fv, (~::6) -~ 'b v~

1
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Now suppose that

r)

c::.. - ~

and

D

() =- ~ \ ' where

is

the partition ratio of a substance in a theoretical column.

In this case

f (it\) can be

interpreted as a random variable

associated with each particle of the substance applied to
the column.

The. value of

O) I >:z

V'-.

- - -or

flows.

f

corresponds to the level

at which each particle will reside after ftL

"£he. probabilities

~c~~))Jl=o;l/2. ---l'l) correspond

to the expected frequency distribution of particles over
the V\ T)

layers of the column.

~

In short,

can be

interpreted as the address of a particle after 'V\. flows.
Now after

V\..

flows the e},.rpected address of a particle

applied to a theoretical colunm. ::::.

::: 2(X1) r E(X,_) +

- --

tr\

~

V(XJ) .: .
V\

\I\

~l"") ::: V\ F''

f ('IA)

variance of the function

U•'i}

or

VI

2

K.t

E (t - f(x))'l. ·: :.

(j

the

is zero .. )
V\ (

/;{x2)

Xl

"=

V\•fcb

,,

-x.,)

The

Y'-p , ·:::.::

are independent.

Therefore

\/ (

(3.) _

·-:Z. t&'9 E(X) i- E(X)z.)

lG(x'2) - /::('A)~) h{ J'~., p+ o'~cg - p~ ·=

~

- -

p

=- ~\

about its mean value,

+-V(X>..)+- - - -V{J<~) since

(The covariance of any

+

E'(K-0 ·: :_ n f}' I)

'rhat is' the mean value of

V(~') ·: : V(X 1\

E(~(hy) = L:: (x, +- Xz t-

Y\

p (\-())
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That is the variance o:E

{6(V1 J:: \t\ f Dor

-

Because of the. relation of the function

/3 (n.)

vd) _
QO't--\'/-

to our model

of a theoretical column it is evident that the mean le.ve.l,

jt,
I) ,

of the distribution of particles with partition ratio,
along

a

theoretical column after V\. flows is

'V\.
-P+l
-

.

This value is the same. as our estimate of the. maximum of
the distribution.

Further the. standard deviation of the

distribution of particles can be associated. ·with ~ )

·= v =

~D)(_))+I) ,,

Now that the mean and standard deviation of our theoretical
peaks can be calculated algebraically it is no longer necessary
to use a computer in order to get a good idea of the. model's
predictions.

However i·t is necessary to go on to the. critical

step in manipulation of any mathe.rnatical model, namely the
generation o:E pre.dictions about the real world.
You will notice that the. entire discussion so far has
been given in terms of variables which have meaning only
in the theoretical scheme of things and not in the. real
world--for instance. vL , the number of theoretical flows,
or

p , the. address of a particle in a theoretical column.

In order to make real world pre.dictions it will be necessary
to relate these variables to a physical rather than a
theoretical column.

This is done as f olloN'S:

physical colurm1. or thin layer plate.,
solvent front traverses height,

H ,

corresponding theoretical column of

Given a

on which the
l
be a
cm., let

C

V\_

-t-\ layers .. · (The
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value of V\.

can be uniquely determined by a formula developed

later on.)

C

Now let

equal height .J:L_

be divided into

cm.

V\ -\-\

V\ +- \

layers of

h.-:::: · 11~~ 1

The new variable.

is

defined as the 'height of an effective theoretical layer'
of

Ce,

Since 1'\ is a large number for most colurrm.s

h.

v'l.

~C..IM" J

and this formula for h_ will be used hereafter for simplicity.
)o

Assuming that a
column or plate.

L.,

C ,

I

can be selected for each physical

the following conversions from

theoretical variables (lower case) to real variables
(capital letters) obtain:

V\ ~ -::. }-t c vi-1, ~the height of the column or plate

1)

traversed by the solvent front

2) )"'

h. =

/vc.v.-,,;: the distance from the origin to

the sample peak
3)

vh ~
"!::.

l

c.m,-= the standard deviation of the sample
peak w"here. 1"l is the 'band width' of
the sample, an easily measured quantity

Using these conversions it is possible to derive by algebra
several important relations between theoretical and measurable
variables, as shown in
(A)

/--=-

below:

(B)

I!\.

0-t- I .

substituting from
(B)

and

(A)

and

2)

-;:;·_L~,k
Moreover, ~
r\
i)H
H

L~

1-\ / ( D~ l)

Combining the results of

\

_ I

by

CM,'I.C,l

(A)

V\ -

3)

l:..·

and

above.,
1)

and . 2).
. I+

Therefore.,

()=·--\
Li

(B)

one obtains

L'~(A
·- \) ,,\
l....,

.-,
VV\'t..

-
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This formula allows the experimenter to assign a number of
theoretical layers, V\.. , to any real column
trial run with a given substance..

L

after a

In the formula

l-t

the height of adsorbent over which solvent passes.

is

L,

IV\

the distance. from the origin the sample peak moves.
the 'band width' of the sample peak.

~V\ l

is

The height of an

effective theoretical layer, h_, of column
to

is

c:!_

is equal

In the case of thin layer chromatography

H

is

simply the. height above. the. origin to which the. solvent
front rises.

In the case of column chromatography in which

solvent usually percolates all the vray through the. column
and is collected below,

H

is the linear flow rate of

fluid through the colurm1 (cm./min.) multiplied by the time
between application of the sample. and the measurement of

L,

and

VV\

on the colunm.

Similar modifications of the
can be made for elution chrom-

formula

atography, in ·which the ~ample is washed completely through
the column before. it is detected, as well as for gas
chromatography ..

By one. modification or another a number,

h.., can be associated with any of the. popular chromato-

graphic devices and a corresponding theoretical column,
{:_

1

,

determined.
Note that \t\ depends on

L

and

D

(see (A) above.); since

·M_ are both partial non-linear functions of O

As a result a new·

Vl.i

and

\ttJ.

6

must be calculated for each
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p

substance

_.,l,

having its respective partition ratio

For instance consider the case of a substance which has
"H
\
zero affinity for the adsorbent D-=- 0 ·::: ( T - I )
Here
0

the sample moves with the solvent front, and
Zero theoretical levels can be assigned to

L= H ~

t.:l.( ~ ·-1) ·=-o.,

vi.-= 1· ~,~

~ in this

case since there is no chromatographic process taking place
(no adsorbtion).

Similarly if [)·~ob and
will be zero since the.re is no chrom-

atographic process taking place in this case. either (no flow
of sample).

Both flow and adsorbtion must take place in

a chromatographic process.
As indicated in section

(2)

the greater the. number

of theoretical layers, \!\, the better the separations
obtained.
formula

With this fact in mind an experimenter using the

tt ~

Jbm'z~t(J±.-\
.. LI \)

can get a measure of the efficiency

of his chromatographic equipment.

He can compare different

columns or solvent systems, for instance, or he can arrange
conditions for optimum performance.,

* --a fact not at first appreciated by the author, who
was quite disturbed during several days of experimentation
in which the Y\...J. for various substances applied to thin
layer plates refused to behave as a constant. It' see.med
only reasonable at the. time that the number of theoretical
levels of a plate made a certain ·way and developed in a certain
solvent system should be constant. When I realized its
implications, I rechecked the derivation of
l'l ':::: I lo i.:.'- I I+ ,_ \)

vv,~ \)~

many times. Days later it occurred to me that it was my
intuition that was wrong and the theory th.at was logically
correct, given its assumptions. This insight is a testimony
to the value. of mathematical mode.ls.
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Having discussed the model parameter, Y\ , and its
relation to real ·world variables, let us now consider the
parameter

1)"'
or

It has be.en shown in

L·-- .JL..
DH

(B)

above that

D

This relation permits

l'I

to be

measured by a chromatographic experiment and also permits

L-1

L)
of

l)

to be predicted if

and

H are

kxwwn.

Note that

the distance. from the origin a peak moves, is independent

\I\

as was demonstrated in the computer plots of section (2)o

From a model building standpoint the generation of a
predicted value
essary.

L. · : :.

~4,_ \

is highly desirable., if not nec-

Accordingly, the remainder of section ( 4.)

is

devoted to what I believe is a reasonable. theoretical
basis for the independent measurement of [)
pre.diction of

and consequent

·L"

In order :Eor ·

L

to be predicted by the model,

must be measured independently.

l4

and

1)

'Independently' means

outside of a chromatographic system..

':l1rivially

H

can be

measured with a ruler or meter stick, and I believe it is
possible to measure I)

independently as well.

the reason for the capital letter '
measurable variable.)
is this.

•

.,, -

give "-t -

indicating a

The simple.experiment I have in mind

Suppose a test tube is filled with a known volume

of solvent,
sample.

l) '

('l'his is

·vs , containing

N

particles of a homogeneous

A measurement of the concentration of sample will
j\} /

!Vs·

Now suppose

M

grams of adsorbent are added

to the. tube, shaken vigorously to allow partitioning, and
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then spun down in a centrifuge.

If partition has occurred

D~

according to partition ratio

NN,\ , then the concentration
5

in the supernatant should be

(N·-No..)/\J5 ·~

.I~ ,

ignoring
"'
the small volume. of solvent 'trapped' in the pellet;~
C:1.:::

Accordingly

should give a value. for
Although seemingly quite simple, such an e:x--perime.nt
has one serious defect--the. dependence. of
of adsorbent added to the tube ..

No..
of

bl')

N.5

, at least up

However it can be shovm that the

can be corrected for; if

tube experiment are recorded.

/V(

and

M

dependence

for the test

The argument is as follows:

Suppose a box contains volume

v<f.j

of solvent, mass

particles distributed be.tween the two=-

~'s associated with the solvent.

11'1

represent particles and
to the adsorbent.

JV,'\.. associated

b) .s

M.

N

of adsorbent distributed uniformly within the box, and

and
.,.
t11e. adsorbe,"t

M

on the mass

As more adsorbent is added

should increase at the expense of

to a point.

b
D

with

Let

I'./ i ~
_<.:

represent binding sites affixed

The binding reaction,

p

+

b

pb )

takes place at the interface be.tween solvent and adsorbent,
and if the. laws of chemistry can be invoked in this situation

[pb]

- )<

] fJ:>] -- -

,

a constant; ·where. [

.

]

I
S
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re.pre.sent concentrations.

Vs

Now

No..
[p- ·~J·1 ""'. -v,.-

is used rather than total volume. in calculating

concentrations, .. since adsorbtion--de.sorbtion reactions
cannot take place in that volume filled by adsorbent crystars.

D= ~
Surely,

so that
is proportional to - ~

[i-:i]

for a uniform adsorbent

•11

mate.rial.

In this case

.

VVl

I)":!! K ·v:
1

J

..>

and if in the test tube e.xperim(?.nt
,,,,

along with

D

~
a value i)
·=

K'm,
...,~

A

then
V'3J.

containing mass
volume

\J,,~
...

Vvl

and

\)5 are. measured

•. I

K

may be calculated.

Subsequently

can be generated for any column,

~

..,J,..,

,

YV\;_, of the same adsorbent surrounded by

of the. same solvent.

If accurate. estimates,

QA,

can be made from the results

of test tube experiments, then the formula

H
can be. meaningfully applied to pre.diet the outcome of a
chromatographic experiment.
A trial of this scheme is reported in the. next section.

MODEL VS. REALITY
In this section I should like to report one possible
approach to the problem of testing the. model against reality.
Test tube. experiments for the. independent determination of

D

are. described and the values obtained are used to pre.diet

the results of column chromatography clone with the same.

solvent, adsorbent, and sample..

'I'he. column experiments

and results are then discussed.
Please. do not e.:,,_1Je.ct a definitive. test of the model.
I have. not made one.

Time and resources do not permit a

set of elaborate statistical expe.rimen-ts demonstrating the
effects of all relevant variables.

However I felt it

desirable to give more th.an armchair speculation at this
point, and hence the pilot e:Kperiments and scanty data
that follow:
Introduction
.

~~

Re.call the discussion on pages 20 - 22.
Me.thods
Preliminary:

Three brightly colored organic dyes

(BSP--bromsulfpthlie.n, MR--methyl re.d (water soluble),
and 84--Suclan IV) we.re. selected for study and ·were. found

to be easily separable by thin layer chromatography on
glass plates coated with heat activated Silica Gel--G.
The plates were. developed with a solution of diethyl ether,
hexane, methanol, and ace.tic acid (40 : 20 : 10 : 1·: by volume).

This solution is hereafter referred to as solvent 1' .

Visible

light absorbtion maxima for the three dyes in solvent*
were determined to be
510mj" for S4.

400

'Y" for

BSP,

li.75n;r for MR, and

Standard solutions of the. three dyes in

solvent 7' were prepared containing knm,m numbers of particles
,

l -3

per 1 1.ter-- 0

to

10

_L,.

Spectrophotometric:

:Molar.
5.0 ml aliquots of dye solution

were added to clean test tubes containing
heat activated Silica Gel--G ..

1.00 g

of

The tubes were irrunediately

capped and swirled on a Vortex mixer for 2.,0 min.
were then centrifuged for 10 min at 1000 r.p.m.

Tubes
The super-

natant ·was gently swirled around the sides of the tubes
to free adherent silica gel, and the tubes were spun again
at 1000 r.p.m. for 30 min.
The optical density, A_ri._, of each supernatant was read
at ·the appropriate absorbtion maximim against a solvent*
blank.

At the same time the optical density,

Ac ,

of a

control solution not exposed to silica gel ,;;-ms also measured.
'I1he control solution contained the same co~ncentration of
dye originally added to the corresponding experimental tuoe.
The values

were calculated.

Proportionality between optical density

and concentration (Beer's Law) was assumed, and the. values
are ·taken as a measure of the quantity C ·-C,-.
described on page 21.
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Chromatographic:

A column of 5.0 g of heat activated

Silica Ge.1--G in solvent* was prepared.
gel in the column was

The height of silica

15.2 cm, and the cross-sectional

are.a of the. colurrm. was 0.70 cm2 ..

Pressure. in the. solvent

reservoir above. the column was adjusted to give a flow rate
of one drop of solvent every

8

to

10

seconds ..

One

to three drop samples of each dye solution to be tested
w·e.re applied to the. top of the column and developed with
5,.0 ml of solvent*.

After this volu.me had run through the

column, the distance that the sample band had moved do\m

the colunm ·was recorded.
Results
Solvent* solutions of the dye BSP we.re. found to change
color in the presence of even a small amount of silica gel.
The color was unstable, decaying as much as
density units per minute. ..

10

op·tical

Further spectrophotometric

experiments with this dye were abandoned.

The remaining

dyes, MR and Sl~, were tested spectrophotometrically.
results and calculated values of

D

and

K1

The

are re.ported

in ·rable. 3a.
The results of the. column experiments with MR and Sl~

are re.ported in Table 3b •
Calculations and discussion
No amount of discussion can beef up the scanty data
re.ported above..

'rime. has simply not permitted a definitive

t>yG

•
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investigation.

Nonetheless, the data do suggest
A

it is possible to obtain a value I)
system

1) that

in a non-chromatographic

2) that on a given day it is possible to separate

MR and Sl~ on a

~

15 cm silica gel colurm1.

3) tha.t the

substance found to have. greater affinity for silica gel
in the test tube did in fact travel a shorter distance
in ·the column.

'rl1.e data are by no means strong enough
However I

to permit a quantitative test of the model.

should like. to demonstrate., using the median values for MR,
the. method for calculating predicted

L ,

the predicted distance.

the. sample. band moves from its point of application.

H)

'rhe model re.quires

the distance

traveled by the solvent front, is determined as

\I

·JOLU.ltvd:;- PA'5SG'D TltRl\. C-OL.l.\,Vv\N

F rr::cr--1 Vt: cRo.,;s.-scc.:nc~..+1...,\
/-\!~ISP.

F-C>Yt F/..l..UO r:,N'.)l-D

)

~

-=

,s,-<> D c vv,~

{;

)

~

where

y'Y) 7\-SS

and

o\c::

S i L. \ C..v\

6> El" 1-

o 'f.. 51L.1GA
13)t.L. I~ <Sol,.,.l.:Jl::NT*

/)S.IJS Ii'\/

€'.: () '.},!) C 3

'JjivJc

The. density of silica gel in solve.nt*was determined by
measuring the volume displaced by a known ·weight of silica gel.
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Collapsing the above expressions, we have:
IS-,:.Z.c;,~~ X D "70CA,V\~ ··i ~' ',Z CW\

This me.ans

0

o·"'_:__
,, 1 v

·::

'-Jq;,
of
f I o

the. cross sectional are.a of the

column is available for fluid flow,

fhe remainder being

occupied by silica·gel.

V
,S--oOGn\
H ::::.---=
'z:_,
() s-s-

7

CHl~

0

If lo ml had been washed through the. column

Now it remains to determine
colunm.

"
t)_..:

It =-

for MR in this particular

This value is simply

)</"'

W1/+'S~

er

'3//..JCit c ' ) G " ~ l : ' . : ~

\JD1-l,\,wt,};; 0 If SOLV~,oT l 1'0 (J.'.ilJ.h1MfU

Using the median value for
becomes

l

K

, the effective. value of

D

A . = 06·7c<!..v.,'3"' ·----'-s_-:._D_g,....Lcc....·____,.~ Oc 'I~
D
<JSo '-l lw3,
A.

.And the pre.dieted value of

L

is

a value certainly within the ball park but outside the

range of chromatographically obtained values.
I\

value for S4 using

D.;.

=- 0

is also about

of the e},.'-perimentally obtained results.

a

The predicted

15% overestimate
(cf. Table. 3b)

CRITIQUE OF THE:. J.vIODEL
Disadvant.f!.f{es.
1) Without making the model much more complicated

Vl associated with

there. is no way for the

a

physical column to be determined in advance.
value. for

~

particular
vTithout a

the. model is unable to give a prediction

about the spread of peakso

Without such predictive ability

the. model is unable to help an experimenter decide de.finitely
whether or not a column will accomplish a particular
separation.
2) 'rhe model by no me.ans takes into account all the

relevant variables.

The effective

.,,

D
f1

e.g.

and

\1

temperature
diffusion within the. moving phase
surface area or pore size
of adsorbent matrix
flow rate
)!

V\.

measured from a chromatogram

are composite variables, influenced by all of the above
factors.
3)

and

i\ls.

The model assumes a linear relationship between

{\J,\..

Such a relation is no·t necessarily true. at higher

concentrations.

One would certainly expect that at some

point the adsorbtive capacity of the matrix would be exceeded
and the

1',.ll\ vs. J\l s

curve would become asymptotic thus:
In this situation the excess sample in
the moving phase. would be expected to
wash on down the tube to bind with less

crowded adsorbent.

The observed spread,

M,

would be
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increased, and the calculated

I

Y\ e:C • v'V\\2...

would be decreased.

Evidence supporting this line. of reasoning is commonly
obtained in the laboratory.
Advall:!:ages
1) The model gives a simple-minded understanding of
how chromatographic systems ma;,v: operate. and explains how
and ·why mate.rials of different 'stickiness' will separate.
2) The model can make a rough prediction about separation
of two substances on the. basis of their differences in

D"

test tube. values for

For the initial screening of

a variety of solvent--adsorbent combinations test tube
experiments of the sort described may be faster and easier
than trial chromatographic experiments.

h. ca,n be measured and used as an

3) 'I'he variable

index of column efficiency.
composition can

k '.": . ·1~· ; the

be

Columns of different size and

compared on the basis of the variable

smaller

h. ,

By observing changes in

Vl

the more efficient the column.
or

h

an experimenter can optimize.

such parameters as temperature. and flow rate.

APPENDIX

'l'his is a listing of a PL/I program, 'DOIT t, ·w-ritte.n. to
calculate and plot binomial distributions of the. form

Some of the more important variables in the program and
their interpretations are listed be.low:
N---

V'\.

D---

D

BG---a subrou-tine for calculating the terms of the binomial
expansion,
X-- ... a matrix of values so calculated
SCALE---a subroutine for calculating the scale factors
needed by the plotter
A.t'tIS- ..... a subroutine for generating the instructions for

the plotter that are. necessary to draw and label an
axis
PL-~---a subroutine for gene.rating instructions for the
plotter to move the pen to a point (X,Y)
UBD---the upper bound of the tallest function on any given
plot

'rh1·
s program is only economical for values of
For larger values of

i/1

f\.

say '

'

Vl the. normal approximation to the.

binomial may be substituted for the subroutine

BC

o

/' /00

.~

---·----

.

OOJT: PROCEDURE OPTIONS (MAINJ;

----

-·-----------

--·---

·-----

ST MT LEVEL NEST

DOIT: PROCEDURE OPTIONS (M/l.INl;
DCL {N{lO),,D{lO),X{l0,1001)) flDAT;

1
1
3
1
----2

-

DCL BC ENTRY (FLOAT,FLOAT,FLOAT,FLOATJ;

DCL SCA.LE ENTRY {FIXED B HH31} ,FLOAT ,FLOAT .,FLOAT ,FLOAT);
·------1
OCL
AXIS
ENTRY
(FLOAT,FLOAT,CHAR{*l,FIXED
8INC311,FLOAT,FLOAT,Fl0ATJ;
5
l
-·------·
--------------·
DCL PLOT ENTRY (FLOAT,FLOAT,FIXED B1N(31JJ;
6
l
1
-_.1._,
l
7 - - _______
• __________ _
B
l
GET DATA;
DO I=l TO NUMBER_OF_N_S;
DO J=l TO NUMBER_Of_D_S;
X{J,K)=BC{K,1/(D{J)+l},D{J}/(D{JH·U,NH)};
END;
END;
11 _ _ 1_ _ _2 _ _o_o_ K=O TO N{I1;
,
CALL PLOT(XS,2,-3); CALL SCALE(6,.0,0,N(IJ,APR,SCAlEFRJ;
15
l
Cl\L L AXIS { 0,. , 0 , 1 R • ,- 6 .. , 0 , A :PR , SC A LE FR) ;
17
1
1
· L=NUMBER_OF_D_S;
1
1
18
UBD=MAX(BCITRUNC(IN(I)+ll*ll/(D(l}+l)}J,1/(D(l)+lJ,0(1)/(D(ll+l),NCIJ), RC(TRUNC
1
19
1

4

xs-

:;~

20
1
1
21
22_ _ _1 _
25
1
1
- - -28
29

1

__l
1
___1
3

((N[IJ+ll*fl/(DIL1+1J)J,1/(D(ll+l1,0(ll/(D(l)+lJ,N{l)JJ;
CALL SCALE(4.0,0,UBD~APX,SCALEFX};
CALL AXIS{O.,O,•FRACTION Of SAMPLE 1 ,4.0,90,APX,SCALEFX~;
DO J=l TO NUMBER OF D $;

CALL :PLOT(0,0,3);_ _J)_Q_K=O T_Q__}J{I)_;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CALL PLOT({K-APRJ/SCALEFR,(X(J,KJ-APXJ/SCALEFX,2);

l
30- - - - - - - CALL
- - -PLOTl6.0,0,3);
---'---'--'----·
----·31
CALL PEND;
1
32____
1
BC: PROCEDURE IR,PJQ,NJ; DCL (P,Q,R,N,S)

34

35
38
44
·---46

2
2
2

DCL 1 f!XED BIN;

END;

FLO~------------------

S=R*LOG{P}+{N-R}:,;'LOG{QlJ___ If R>=NIR<=O THEN RE\[URN{EXP{S)}·,_,_ _ __
DO I=R+l TON;
S=S+LOG(I);
END; DO I=l TO N-R; S=S-LOGll); END;

_ _2_ _ _ _ _R_,E_TURN

l

END;

1 _ _X_S=9; _________ -----·--······-------·--······- ____________________
_
END;
1

{ EXP { S)};
END DD IT;

END BC~;_ _

··---------·---·-------· ----------

-----------·----··--·-··-

~-·------ - --- - -------

-----------··------· ---· -----------.

-----.-
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